SUMMARY A deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) having jus one stack symbol is called a deterministic restricted one-counter auto ton (droca). When it accepts an input by empty stack, it is called strict. Thi paper is concerned with a subclass of reaaaaaaaal-time strict droca's, called Szil strict droca's, and studies the problem of identifying the subclass in th limit from positive data. The class of languages accepted by Szilard stric droca's coincides with the class of Szilard languages (or, associated la guages) of strict droca's and is incomparable to each of the class of regul languages and that of simple languages. After providing some properti of languages accepted by Szilard strict droca's, we show that the class o Szilard strict droca's is polynomial time identifiable in the limit from pos tive data in the sense of Yokomori. This identifiability is proved by givin an exact characteristic sample of polynomial size for a language accept by a Szilard strict droca. The class of very simple languages, which is proper subclass of simple languages, is also proved to be polynomial ti identifiable in the limit from positive data by Yokomori, but it is yet u known whether there exists a characteristic sample of polynomial size fo any very simple language. key words: identification in the limit from positive data, characterist sample, polynomial time learning, deterministic restricted one-counter a tomaton 1. Introduction
In the study of inductive inference of formal languages, Gold [4] defined the notion of identification in the limit and showed that the class of languages containing all finite sets and one infinite set, which is called a superfinite class, is not identifiable in the limit from positive data. This means that even the class of regular languages is not identifiable in the limit from positive data. Angluin [1] has given several conditions for a class of languages to be identifiable in the limit from positive data, and she has presented some examples of identifiable classes. She has also proposed subclasses of regular languages called k-reversible languages for each k0, and has shown that these classes are identifiable in the limit from positive data, requiring a polynomial time for updating conjectures [2] .
From a practical point of view, the inductive inference algorithm must have a good time efficiency in addition to running with only positive data. One may define the notion of polynomial time identification in the limit in various ways. Pitt [7] has proposed a reasonable definition for polynomial time identifiability in the limit. By making a slight modification of his definition, Yokomori [9] has proposed another definition for polynomial time identifiability in the limit from positive data, and he has proved that a class of very simple languages, which is a proper subclass of simple languages, is polynomial time identifiable in the limit from positive data [10] .
This paper deals with a subclass of automata called Szilard strict deterministic restricted one-counter automata (Szilard strict droca's for short), which are deterministic pushdown automata having just one stack symbol and exactly one transition rule for each input symbol, and discusses the identification problem of the class of Szilard strict droca's. The class of languages accepted by Szilard strict droca's forms a proper subclass of real-time strict deterministic restricted one-counter languages ([5] ) and coincides with the class of Szilard languages [6] (or, associated languages) of strict droca's. Furthermore, this class of languages is incomparable to each of the class of regular languages and that of simple languages, and is also incomparable to each of the class of zero-reversible languages and that of very simple languages. Since a Szilard strict droca can be controlled by plural number of states, the class of languages accepted by Szilard strict droca's is partially out of not only that of very simple languages but also that of simple languages. Note, however, that a Szliard strict droca could have dead configurations, and then we would encounter some complicated difficulties to identify it.
After providing some properties of languages accepted by Szilard strict droca's, we show that the class of Szilard strict droca's is polynomial time identifiable in the limit from positive data in the sense of Yokomori. The main result in this paper provides another interesting instance of a context-free language class containing nonregular languages which is polynomial time identifiable in the limit. This identifiability is proved by giving an exact characteristic sample of polynomial size for a language accepted by a Szilard strict droca, while for the class of very simple languages it is yet unknown whether there exist polynomial-sized characteristic samples for these languages. Proof:
(1): It is clear because M is deterministic.
(2), (3): These can be proved by induction on |x|1.
(4): It follows from (2).
For a string w•¸ƒ°*, alph(w) denotes a set of symbols appearing in w. For a language L, let alph(L)=UW•¸Lalph(w).
The following lemma is important for our later discussion. and pj•¸Q, ƒ¿j=Z0ƒ¿"j(ƒ¿"j•¸ƒ¡*) for 0jn, so that |ƒ¿j-1|<|ƒ¿j||ƒ¿j-1|+(P-1) and
(pj-i, Z0|ƒ¿"j-1)xj•ËM(pj, ƒ¿'j|ƒ¿"j-1), where a'j=Z0ƒÀ'j(ƒÀ'j•¸ƒ¡*) and ƒ¿3=ƒ¿'jƒ¿"j-1, for 1jn. Then, it holds that n|Q|2+1 since |ƒÁ'|>P|Q|2.
Divide the above derivation (q',ƒÁ')w"0•ËM(q,ƒÃ) into (q',ƒÁ')=(pn, ƒ¿'n|ƒ¿"n-1)zn•ËM(rn-1,ƒÃ|ƒ¿"n-1) and (rn-1,ƒ¿"n-1)
Zn-1•ËM•c•Ëz2•ËM•Ë (r1,ƒ¿"1)z1•ËM(r0,ƒ¿"0)=(q,ƒÃ), where w"0 znzn-1•cz1, with rj•¸Q for 0jn-1, so that (rj,ƒÀ'|ƒ¿"j-1)zj•ËM(rj-1,ƒÃ|ƒ¿"j-1), where ƒ¿"j=ƒÀ'jƒ¿"j- of only early nodes numbered (1)-(11) and edges connecting them in Fig. 2 (a) . When (11) (q0,Z03) is visited first, skipping is applied with respect to (5) (q0,Z02) to yield skipping-ends (12) (q1,Z02) and (13) (q2,Z02). When the same node (14) (q0,Z03) is visited again afterwards, the tree is not changed anymore by this step and this procedure halts. The whole characteristic derivation tree TM, and the resulting characteristic graph GM are shown in Figs. 2 (a), and (b) , respectively. For each node whose configuration is live in GM, we have the following.
(1) (q0,Z0):
pre ( 
Consequently, we obtain that
For any characteristic graph of a Szilard strict droca, the next lemma holds. Step.
We assume that the claim holds true for some n (1) and consider the case where |x0|=n+1.
( 
Induction
Step.
We assume that the claim holds true for some n (1) and consider the case where |w|=n+1.
(1). The matrix computation is done as follows:
Thus, Sol(Lg'(R2))={na+nb=1, nd+ne=-1}. From Sol(Lg'(R2)), for example, we may choose a solution vector X2=(2,-1,0,-1) (=(na, nb, nd, ne) The conjecture MR4 is equivalent to M*. Hence, MR4 is always output as a conjecture for all input data afterwards.
Conclusions
We have shown that the class of Szilard strict droca's is identifiable in the limit from positive data, and have presented an 
